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QUESTION 1

You are proposing Aruba ESP Unified infrastructure and zero trust security solutions to a customer. You learned that the
client uses ServiceNow. How should you approach this customer? 

A. Advise customer to get rid of all servicenow subscriptions because aruba central can replace ServiceNow as aruba
central offers comprehensive trouble ticketing capabilities 

B. Redirect to only offer aruba unified infrastructure because Servicenow does not integrate with aruba zero trust
secutiry solutions 

C. Upsell aruba APs and gateways because they can be configured by servicenow to simplify management 

D. Emphasize the integration of aruba clearpass with servicenow, including the ability to automatically issue a trouble
ticket 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to purpose an Aruba switching opportunity with a customer. 

What is a good question for opening the discussion? 

A. What are your plans to expand and secure your network? 

B. How do your users feel about Internet of Things (IoT) devices? 

C. Is your wired network ready to support location-based services? 

D. How much energy do your current network devices consume? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are proposing the delivery of Aruba Conlr.il and Aruba ClearPass with a Software-as- a-Service (SaaS) model.
What is one business benefit of A. It SaaS model that you should explain to the customer? 

A. It saves costs because the company can reduce the number of APs and switches deployed in the network by
offloading functions to the cloud. 

B. It tote the customer purchase a perpetual license for using the software for as long as the company has Aruba
infrastructure devices 

C. It tells the customer pay a monthly subscription for software and additional IT services, such as implementation,
delivery, and even management. 

D. It simplifies management decisions because it requires the solution to be managed by Aruba from a network
operations center (NOC). 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has many branch offices with limited staff of IT generalists. 

The customer requires simplified deployment and operations, and you have proposed an Aruba Central 

solution. 

Which two benefits of Aruba Central should you explain? (Select two.) 

A. Central is designed for varied expertise levels, with wizards and easy drill-downs. 

B. Central integrates with third-party backup solutions such as Veeam to provide a single solution for all branch needs. 

C. Central offers Zero-Touch Provisioning (ZTP) for streamlined deployment with no on-site expertise. 

D. Central has the same user interface as Cisco Prime, so it is easy for customers to migrate from Cisco. 

E. Central automatically configures clustering on managed controllers, simplifying the implementation of high
availability. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

What is one way Aruba solutions help healthcare companies support BYOD and BioMed initiatives? 

A. Aruba Meridian regulates patient access and applies access controls that prevent patients from monopolizing
bandwidth and interfering with more important traffic. 

B. Aruba Client Match maximizes performance in a dense environment with many different types of devices, enabling
staff to communicate and access records more quickly. 

C. Aruba ClearPass automatically downloads software on every patient device to constantly track each asset\\'s
location, even if it leaves the premises. 

D. Aruba IntroSpect strictly enforces HIPPA regulations by only making records available to healthcare providers if the
patient provides his or her password. 

Correct Answer: B 
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